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Introduction: Complexity and performance management
Complexity, as an approach to thinking about the world, has its roots in many disciplines, including
physics, biology, cybernetics and mathematics (Boulton 2015; Byrne and Callaghan 2014; Mitchell
2009).
Applying complexity approaches to social issues has a long history (Smuts 1927) and which has had a
recent revival of interest as a way of thinking which creates significant philosophical and
epistemological challenges (e.g. Byrne and Callaghan 2014) for those interested in how the social
world functions. As we shall see, it requires us to give up simple notions of cause and effect, and
abandon reductionist approaches to understanding social phenomena. It requires us to think
differently about how we seek to make change in the world, accepting that the changes we desire
are beyond our control. In Boulton et al’s (2015: 108/9) words: “to truly accept that the world is
complex changes us. It fundamentally causes us to rethink how we approach the world, how we
make sense of what happens, how we approach everything we do.”
Complexity has been relatively well applied to the discipline of public management. For example, it
has been the subject of a special issue of Public Management Review in 2008. And complexity
thinking has been applied to the discipline of management more broadly (Mowles 2015; Boulton et
al 2015). However, Performance Management (PM), and particularly the PM of social interventions
has been less well considered from a complexity perspective. The purpose of this piece is to address
that gap, and to begin to create a framework for thinking about how insights from complexity can
support evolution in the PM of social interventions.
If PM is “a process which contributes to the effective management of individuals and teams in order
to achieve high levels of organisational performance” (Armstrong and Baron 2004), what does this
mean when organisational performance is viewed as being an aspect of a complex system? This
paper will seek to address this question. It will outline the current dominant approach to the
performance management of social interventions: Outcome-Based Performance Management
(OBPM). It will then explore the meaning of complexity approaches, and attempt to articulate what
is meant by a complex system. It will then address the way in which thinking of social interventions
as existing within complex systems challenges OBPM. Finally, it will identify potential elements of a
complexity-friendly approach to the PM of social interventions.

The Performance Management of social interventions
Arising from a New Public Management (NPM) (Hood 1991) approach, the dominant approach to
the PM of social interventions (actions undertaken by organisations which are designed to have
benefits to society – including activities such as education, health and social care, criminal justice,

employment and economic development, and community development) is OBPM (Lowe 2013, Lowe
and Wilson 2015).
OBPM is an umbrella term for using ‘outcomes’ as a way of making a judgement about the
performance and effectiveness of social policy interventions. It suggests that the effectiveness of
social policy interventions should be judged on the basis of the impact they make in the lives of the
people for whom they are designed, and that those people and organizations that deliver these
interventions should have their performance rewarded or punished on the basis of whether the
desired ‘outcomes’ are occurring (Bovaird 2014; Centre for Social Justice 2011; Cabinet Office 2012).

What does ‘complexity’ mean for the PM of social interventions?
There are two aspects of complexity approaches which require examination. We can distinguish
between a complexity ‘worldview’ or ‘approach’ and definitions of what complex systems are. This is
a differentiation of complexity as an epistemological position – which makes claims about the status
of claims to ‘truth’, and how knowledge is created – and an ontological claim about the nature of
complex social systems, and how they operate in the world. Obviously, these aspects of complexity
are connected, but it is helpful to understand the difference between complexity as a worldview,
and claims about the behaviour of complex systems themselves.
This section will draw on work of different scholars who are working to apply complexity approaches
to different aspects of social science, and in particular, management theory. We will be selecting
ideas and areas drawn from different writers, who each emphasise different aspects of complexity
approaches. This is not presented as a synthesis of different complexity approaches, but as a guide
to how different aspects of complexity thinking can inform PM theory and practice.

The epistemology of complexity: the complexity worldview
Unpredictability, emergence and the strange nature of cause and effect
A key aspect of a complexity worldview is that the interaction of factors influencing a given context
means that the future is irredeemably unpredictable:
What do we mean when we say this [that the world is complex]? Take the future: if we
consider practically anything – from whether there will be another global economic crisis, to
whether we will be in a good mood tomorrow, to whether we’ll complete our writing project
– the future is hard to predict. There are many influences on any situation – social,
economic, political, and environmental – together with more local and prosaic occurrences
such as who turns up to a meeting, what the weather is like, toothache, who is allied to
whom. (Boulton et al 2015: 28)
The reason that the future unpredictable is that in situations of complexity, cause and effect do not
operate in linear fashion:
Complexity theory makes a fundamental challenge to the simplistic cause and effect thinking
of management practice. The science of complexity is based on the idea that linear models
of cause and effect are simply not adequate for understanding complicated circumstances
where many variables interact over time. (Haynes 2003: 48)
Non-linearity is hugely significant, because it means that what happens in situations of complexity is
emergent: it is not predictable from the starting conditions of the situation.
But in a nonlinear system adding two elementary actions to one another can induce
dramatic new effects reflecting the onset of cooperativity between the constituent

elements. This can give rise to unexpected structures and events whose properties can be
quite different from those of underlying elementary laws, in the form of abrupt transitions, a
multiplicity of states, pattern formation, or an irregularly markedly unpredictable evolution
of space and time referred to as deterministic chaos. (Nicolis 1995: 1-2 quoted in Byrne and
Callaghan 2014: 20/1

Path dependence and emergence
However, the emergent and unpredictable results inherent in the complexity worldview do not
equate to randomness. Events are not cause-less, things happen due to the detailed history of the
interaction between elements and the system, and between the system and external contexts and
events:
A complex approach to these difficult public and social issues argues that what is needed is
to understand the interaction and feedback between key variables, rather than forcing an
approach that sees, or tries to argue, that one variable determines or causes another.
(Haynes 2003: 35)
A complexity epistemology therefore focuses on understanding what has happened in a system, by
looking at the detail of the particular history of that system, combined with exploring the effects of
variation (change) on that system.
We cannot understand the dynamic nature of complex situations without paying attention
to all these various forms of variety. The particular pathways that can and may occur depend
on the detail of what happens. (Boulton et al 2015: 39)

Interdependence
Another key epistemological element of a complexity worldview is interdependence. That is to say,
that nothing can be understood on its own: the meaning of an object, event or action can only be
understood in relation to other things, objects and actions:
Generalised complexity requires that one tries to comprehend the relations between the
whole and the parts. The knowledge of the parts is not enough, the knowledge of the whole
as a whole is not enough, if one ignores its parts; one is thus brought to make a come and go
in loop to gather the knowledge of the whole and its parts. Thus, the principle of reduction is
substituted by a principle that conceives the relation of the whole-part mutual implication.
(Byrne and Callaghan 2014: 39)
Accepting the epistemology of complexity has significant consequences for the methodologies we
use to think about performance management. Emergence, and the relational nature of knowledge,
have significant implications for what is knowable, in social science terms. To accept a complexity
worldview is to accept significant limitations on the predictive power of knowledge. To accept
complexity theory is to accept “the impossibility of prediction due to the extreme sensitivity of the
future trajectories of systems to initial conditions” (Byrne and Callaghan 2014: 61).
Accepting the epistemology of complexity means moving away from the idea that knowledge can be
taken from one context and applied in another. Knowledge in situations of complexity is “local,
contextual, [and] specific in time and space.” (Byrne and Callaghan 2014: 62). This epistemology
fundamentally challenges the notion of ‘best practice’ (because what is best in one situation may be
hopeless in another) and of looking for generalised ideas of ‘what works’. A complexity approach to
epistemology requires a significant degree of abstraction in order to generate principles which can
apply across contexts (e.g. ‘it is important to have flexible responses to emergent situations’, or

‘encouraging experimentation is a good way to encourage adaptation’) (Boulton 2015), and these
principles require local interpretation to make them relevant.
Given that this epistemology is so different from what is commonly taken for granted in the
discipline of performance management, it is legitimate to ask ‘what are the conditions under which
this epistemology applies?’ The answer to this question is that the complexity worldview applies
when exploring how open systems function (Boulton et al 2015: 33/4). Open systems are those
which exchange energy and information with their environment – with other elements that are
beyond the immediate study. Closed systems are those which are entirely under the control of the
person who is undertaking the study. An epistemology based on complexity is therefore appropriate
when exploring systems in which we are only able to study part of a larger whole. As a consequence,
an epistemology based on complexity seems appropriate for exploring social interventions.

The nature of complex systems: What is a complex system?
We will now explore the existence of complex systems – what they are, and how they behave. In
social science terms, complex systems are social constructions. They are ‘real’ (in the sense of having
an existence independent of whether we view them or not) but are also constructed (in that the
reflexive act of observation changes their nature). The ontology of complex systems is thus
something (to use Byrne’s formulation of Bhaskar) which we could call “complex critical realism”.
Complex systems have independent existence in the world, but it in the act of imagining them, we
alter them, as human reflexivity makes its presence felt:
systems are both real in that they exist and simultaneously (particularly social systems) have
a reality which is constituted by our actions in defining them. It is epistemological because it
asserts that we know systems by defining them in terms of boundaries but that reality has a
voice in setting those boundaries and constrains our definition.” (Byrne and Callaghan 2014:
32/3)

Defining a complex system: boundaries and purpose
As we have seen above, the PM of social interventions is concerned with creating positive outcomes
in the world. Therefore, one of the first tasks when viewing PM through a complex lens is to
translate the source of outcomes from an organisation (or intervention) to the wider complex
system of which that intervention is part. When thinking about how outcomes are created, we must
seek to identify the complex system that are (broadly) responsible for the outcomes we are
interested in, related to the set of people with which we are concerned.
So, the act of identifying the purpose of a system is crucial. It is through identifying purpose that we
are able to construct the boundaries of a system – which people and organizations it includes (at this
point in time), and which it does not.
This act of socially constructing a system in order to improve its capacity to meet its purpose is the
vantage point that a PM perspective gives us. For the people that the system serves, it already has
an existence in the world. People have real encounters with this system: they go into hospital; they
get emergency housing; they talk to mental health and substance misuse practitioners.
It is not just the individual elements of this system that are real, it is actually experienced as a system
by those involved. If the discharge policies of hospitals do not connect with housing allocation
procedures of Local Authorities, people will be discharged into the street. If they are aligned, they
won’t. If the substance misuse and mental health services are not working effectively together as a
system, people with both mental health and substance problems will be refused mental health
support because they are addicted (“we can’t get at their mental health problem because they

constantly present as intoxicated”), and refused substance misuse help because of their mental
health problems (“we can’t support this person to get clean, because they are self-medicating to
cope with trauma”).
It is the PM perspective – the desire to improve the way in which this system creates outcomes for
the people who experience it – that defines the boundaries of the system as an entity for
improvement – one which can behave in better or worse ways in order to achieve that purpose. But
the purpose is intrinsically connected to the lives of the people who experience the system. It is in
relation to their desired purposes – “I want to be well, I want to be warm, I want to be safe” – that is
the reference point for defining who is in and who is out. Which people and organisations contribute
to making that purpose happen?

Fluid boundaries
The nature of complex systems is that they are open systems. This means two things: they change
over time, and they interact with other systems:
a complex system comprises many unique elements that interact in multiple ways. The
elements themselves can change, learn and adapt. The connections can change, loosen,
reform, and the boundaries of the system can also shift over time… Complexity emphasizes
and incorporates the interconnected, interpenetrating, diverse and sometimes diffuse
qualities of most natural and social systems… we are describing the nature of things as
systems, complex, and affected by the particularity of the situations we are in and by the
particularity of history (Boulton et al 2015: 34)
The ‘interpenetrating’ nature of complex systems is important to highlight here: people and
organizations are part of many complex systems. Following Deleuze, Byrne and Callaghan (2014: 31)
describe complex systems as “assemblages” – a system whose parts can be assembled in many
different ways, and whose parts can belong to many different systems.

The behaviour of complex systems
In some respects, the relationship between a complexity epistemology and the existence of a
complex system is simple. A complex system is one which behaves according to the principles
identified in the complexity worldview, such as non-linearity, path dependence and emergence:
‘[A complex system is] a system whose output is not proportional to its input … Here we can
have changes in effects which are disproportionate to changes in the causal elements(s)’
(Byrne and Callaghan 2014:18).
Complex systems are such that “very small variations in the input parameters can generate
very different output values in a system of equations” (Byrne and Callaghan 2014: 19).

Patterns and paths
One of the key elements of the nature of complex systems is that they are path dependent. That is,
the results of the system, and the relationships within it, are based on a relationship between past
and present which take the system down particular paths.
Accounts of public organizations based on complexity theory stress the indeterminacy of
organizational systems and the difficulty of isolating cause and effect. Organizations systems
should be thought of as CAS [Complex Adaptive Systems] where the feedback between
elements and individuals is the key defining aspect of the organization in any one time and
space. (Haynes 2003: 24)

